“The family stories told in Tales of a Cosmic Possum took me back to my
childhood and the many evenings I spent at my grandfather’s knee
begging for one more family story of hard work, struggle, and living
a simple, Christian life with kindness and generosity for those in
need. These stories will resonate with you and leave you with a sense
of appreciation and nostalgia.”
~ Krista L. Newkirk
President, Converse College
“The eight women so vividly described by Sheila Ingle knew hardship,
but found ways to make a home, earn a living, encourage education,
teach values and manners, and most of all instill a sense of self worth
and pride in honest work. As I read, I could taste the cornbread and
molasses, smell the clean clothes billowing on the clothes line, envision the cherished quilted and tatted keepsakes, and hear the beautiful hymns. Most of all, I could see a ninth woman who was a single
mother who worked in the local mill for fifty-two years, took her
daughters to church, taught them to value education, good manners
and hard work. For I am a daughter of the ninth woman and a ‘daughter’ of Sheila Ingle’s pioneering women and I enjoyed immensely visiting with my kin!”
~ Dr. Ann Bowles
Administrator at Spartanburg Methodist College,
formerly Textile Industrial Institute
“Like her characters who preserved peaches and beans in the summer
to be enjoyed in the winter, Sheila Ingle has preserved the stories of
her husband’s family to be enjoyed now that they’re gone. From hardscrabble Tennessee farms to upstate South Carolina mills, the women
of this clan kept their heads up and their hands moving, quilting,
cooking, and serving hot grits to hungry hoboes. Thanks to these
clear-eyed, God-fearing women, their families survived fearsome

poverty and a lacking education to endure the diseases and numbing physical labor of textile mills. Once so common, these Tales of a
Cosmic Possum are fast becoming more uncommon. You’ll want to
celebrate them and their heroines again and again.”
~ Aïda Rogers
Editor of the anthology series State of the Heart: South Carolina
Writers on the Places They Love
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COSMIC POSSUM
A person whose roots are Appalachian, but who has gone on
to become educated while still appreciating his or her mountain roots.
—Urban Dictionary
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INTRODUCTION
The Urban Dictionary defines a cosmic possum as “a person whose
roots are Appalachian, but who has gone on to become educated
while still appreciating his or her mountain roots.”
Tennessee poet Jane Hicks coined the term cosmic possum in her
poem “How We Became Cosmic Possums.” She adds that these men
and women are the “first generation off the ridge or out of the holler.” Hicks also says, “The possum is the perfect symbol of my beloved
Appalachia: underappreciated, misunderstood, and the ultimate survivor in the face of all manners of predation” (see CosmicPossum.com).
Sharyn McCrumb used the expression, “cosmic possum,” in her
book, The Songcatcher, for the name of a hiker’s hostel. When reading
this novel about Appalachia, I stopped at this curious phrase to find
out its meaning. And then, reality finally commanded my attention. I
am married to a cosmic possum.
John William Ingle, my husband of now thirty-seven years, is the
keeper of his family’s stories. Living in Ingle Holler outside of Union,
South Carolina, in the 1940s and 50s, was a microcosm of the Ingle
Holler near Erwin, Tennessee. He grew up with grandparents, aunts,
uncles, and a father who moved from the mountains. Lois Emory
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Ingle, John’s mother, was third generation Scots-Irish from a farm in
North Carolina.
Leaving his family of cotton mill workers for the US Navy at age
seventeen, he never returned to that life. But he never forgot his people or their culture. I enjoyed watching him reconnect with his upbringing. After attending a family reunion, his speech would become
sprinkled with Appalachian sayings. He constantly gathered stories
in his memory, which he shared with me and others. Never judging,
he was, and still is, discovering and uncovering new tales to share.
This retired designer and pastel artist gathers his memories to
crisscross a story, as a weaver unites various colors of threads on a
loom. Sometimes the stories are humorous, and then there are the
woeful ones. To help me record the lives of these strong Emory and
Ingle women, he has reminisced with his brother, his cousins, and
one surviving aunt.
John still enjoys country music, cornbread drenched with buttermilk, and the comfort of old blue jeans. He also likes attending the
Little Theater and listening to Andrea Bocelli or Katherine Jenkins.
He hated tending pigs when he was young, leaving that memory to
the past. “Beulah Land” is still a much-loved hymn. Sometimes he
will still sing his mother’s favorite, “When They Ring Those Golden
Bells.” John’s father, Oliver Edward Ingle, taught him auto mechanics,
which have helped us with bills through the years. Our son is named
Edward after his grandfather, and he changes the brakes on his truck,
as he was taught. Specific mechanical and musical skills have now
been passed down four generations.
I had the privilege of knowing Lois, Annie Mae, and Jenny
Belle in their later years. The wrinkles in their brows, lack of
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makeup, disarrayed hair, fidgeting hands, and simple clothes advertised their mill village lives. But, oh, how I treasure the quilt that
Lois/Mom hand sewed for us as a wedding gift. Listening to Jenny
Belle pound out hymns on her piano entertained us one afternoon.
When we went to see Annie Mae one Saturday, she served us that
famous coconut cake with strong coffee. And each time we saw
them, they shared new amusing anecdotes, along with Southern
Appalachian hospitality.
As I have researched the cotton mills in Great Britain, the United
States, and India, there are few differences. Churches, company
stores, mill houses, and schools were available to the workers. Rivers
and streams were the source of power for the mills. The work force
included all family members that left the mountains and farm land
for a weekly paycheck and cheap housing. Communities stood by
and helped each other.
The cotton mills here in Upstate South Carolina, as well as in
Northern states and other countries, are now deserted; vandals have
burned some. Machines took over the jobs where people once stood;
inventions and technology drastically changed the landscapes in
the mills. Some mill village houses have been refurbished, but others have been razed to make room for more modern buildings. The
abandoned buildings have become ghost towns.
Much has been lost from John’s heritage and family. However,
you, readers, can get a glimpse into the long days and short nights
of a few forgotten women who labored in the cotton mills’ spinning
and weaving rooms and taught their daughters and nieces to follow
their steps.
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Without John’s stories, the encouragement of my two friends
Clare and Joyce, and helpful suggestions from our son Scott, their stories would have been lost. I admire their strength, creativity, and perseverance; now their lives in American history will not be forgotten.

FANNIE
When a touring circus came to town, schools and businesses
closed. People lined the streets to watch the parade; wonder and curiosity filled the air. As the vibrantly costumed clowns marched, turned
somersaults, and waved, children shrieked in delight. Powdered dogs
and horses with their head plumes waving in the sky added to the
grandeur. Acrobats tossed themselves in the air, and the man-whoswallowed-fire drew gasps of awe.
This free, titillating spectacle down every town’s Main Street
guaranteed paying customers for each performance during the circus’ visit.
Charlie Sparks, the owner of Sparks World Famous Shows, made
sure posters were plastered days in advance of his circus arriving in
each town. On fences, available windows, or outside walls, pictures
of elephants, lions, tigers, acrobats, and clowns publicized the event.
The captions read, “A tremendous display of wealth and splendor”
and, “Twenty-five years of honest dealing with the public,” boldly
describing his show to the community.
Charlie was the son of entertainers. Having lost both his parents
at an early age, he was adopted by a family friend. This new household
opened its first small circus in 1890 as a horse and wagon operation.
15
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Charlie inherited the small show, and his business acumen expanded
it into a fifteen-railcar circus.
Walking with the various acts in the parades and under the circus tents, Charlie always sported a Stetson hat and a cane. His other
trademark was puffing a cigar.
This owner paid attention to his entertainers, the exotic animals,
and their keepers. He demanded both man and beast be treated with
respect and kindness.
On most of the posters was a picture of Mary, an Asian circus elephant; she was the star of the show. Bought when she was only four
years old and four feet high, Mary had become a family pet, loved by
Charlie and his wife, Addie.
Mary was larger than the Barnum and Bailey’s star elephant
called Jumbo, so her billing described her as “The Largest Living Land
Animal on Earth.” At eleven feet nine inches, she stood three inches
taller than Jumbo and weighed over five tons. She had been trained
to stand on her head and pitch a baseball. What’s more, this talented
elephant could play twenty-five tunes on the musical horns.
Because of her long twenty-two years of being schooled with
positive reinforcement, she set an example for the other four elephants in this circus. Mary was the queen.
Mary always led the other pachyderms: Queen, Topsy, and babies,
Ollie and Mutt, in the parades. Trunk to tail, they marched through
each town. Charley’s circus was popular in many small communities
in Tennessee.
Erwin, Tennessee, in 1916, was a railroad town. It was the headquarters and repair facility for the Carolina, Clinchfield, and Ohio
railroads. The brick depot stood in a noteworthy spot on Main
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Street; the passenger station took up two stories, and the depot only
one. Traveling from Spartanburg, South Carolina, to Elkhorn City,
Kentucky, this short line rail streamed through the mountains. Even
with the fifty-five tunnels on its route, the coal-stoked engine moved
forward daily.
Located in the Cherokee National Forest, the town rested in a valley surrounded by mountains: Buffalo Mountain in the north, Rich
Mountain in the west, and Unaka Mountain in the south. Meeting
in this valley were the Nolichucky River and the North Indian Creek.
Because of the former Cherokee Indian settlements in this area, the
original settlers used native names when first identifying the region.
Nolichucky River Gorge with its rapids was a favorite scenic route for
the passengers on the trains.
The town was laid out five blocks long and three blocks wide. A
blacksmith owned the livery stable, and he stayed busy. Across the
street was the Bank of Erwin, established in 1909; it was an imposing building with columns. Churches, a large mansion or two, and
two-story businesses were randomly scattered throughout. First
Baptist Church was on the corner of Main and Love Street; a large
bell rang on Sundays to remind parishioners of the hour. The Love
family donated the land on the corner of Main and Depot to First
Christian Church.
The town granted franchises for lights, water, and telephones
by 1915, but not all received these services in the outlying area. John
Wheeler Price owned the general store on Main, and he rented space
to Richard Britton, the barber, for his one chair. J. C. White operated
a jewelry and watch repair shop. With World War I raging in Europe,
“making do” was the standard of living. Bartering chickens or quarts
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of homemade molasses paid for services rendered. Dr. Joseph Lane
worked out of his home, as did the lawyer, Mr. Samuel Lee.
A new Unicoi County courthouse was built in 1915. Surrounded
by a low concrete wall, this two-story brick structure, topped with
a cupola, graced another corner on Main Street. The metal flagpole
identified this building as a seat of government, and the raising and
lowering of the United States flag was more than a daily ritual. The
town was proud of their twentieth century structure and proud to
be Americans.
Built in 1899, the Unaka Springs Hotel was a three-story wood
frame resort. Many doctors, lawyers, bankers, and railroad management chose it because of its gracious staff, mineral-rich water, and
stylish accommodations. Besides its popular health offerings, the
hotel offered entertainment: croquet, miniature golf, and dancing.
Reasonable, but not low-priced rooms, were two dollars per night
and ten dollars for a week’s sojourn.
Guests depended on the railroad to reach the hotel. In fact, neighboring family groups rode in for picnic lunches and later traveled
home the same way. Without the passenger cars, visitors had to ford
the river or struggle down a steep cliff path.
This insignificant Tennessee town provided little to either build
or promote a large population. Small farms, small businesses, and
small stills scattered the lumpy bottoms.
An estimated 2,500 residents lived in and around Erwin, and all
appeared to be congregated en masse on this September 13, 1916, at
the railroad yard.
A mixed bag of professionals and farmers stood shoulder to
shoulder, each one peering around the heads of those in front.
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Pomade kept the men’s hair in place. Creased fedoras stood out from
the farmers’ well-worn straw hats. Dirty and clean bandanas were
pulled out of back pockets.
Farm women, wearing sunbonnets, shawls, and aprons, huddled
with other womenfolk attired in dresses with shorter hemlines, wide
collars, and oversize hats. World War I had already had an impact on
clothing; rationed fabric was more expensive. Bobbed hair styles were
popular, but the country women still wore their long hair pulled up
in buns or twists on their heads.
Muted conversations were carried on around when children were
near. Adults were unsure of the anticipated event; many wondered
why they were even there.
Fannie Ingle carried her son, Floyd, around the edges of the
crowd in the railroad yard. He held tightly to her neck and hid his
face. The loud talk and pushing of the countless people scared the
four-year-old, and he held his thumb tightly in his mouth.
“Howdy, Fannie.” Fannie’s former schoolteacher, Louise Allen,
patted her on the shoulder. “I swanee I’m so glad to see you. How are
you? And how’s that sweet boy of yours doin’?”
With a welcoming smile on her face, Fannie turned to her.
“I be plumb fine. Reckin this here young’un keeps me busy. He’s
sharp as a tack and into everything.”
Louise Allen was the teacher for the upper grades in Erwin. She
had been trained at the Asheville Normal and Collegiate Institute.
This school prepared young women from the southern Appalachians
to teach in the rural schools.
In 1870, Lewis Pease and his wife moved to Asheville, North
Carolina, from New York City. While in New York, this couple
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established a school in the challenging Five Points community. Pease
believed that education and training for jobs was the answer to keeping children and adults from turning to crime. In Asheville, he soon
founded the Pease Industrial School and then donated land for the
Normal and Collegiate Institute in 1892.
Dr. Thomas Lawrence directed the Normal with the support of
the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions. The word normal came
from the French words école normale, meaning a model school. That
first year, the student body enrolled 110 students; they ranged in age
from five to twenty.
The four-story wood frame building bustled with activity as the
girls moved from class to class. Required subjects were typical liberal
arts courses, but courses in carpentry, weaving, cooking, music, and
sewing were also mandatory. This practical knowledge and training
graduated students who were encouraged to make the communities
where they taught a better place.
Louise had grown up outside of Asheville and had always wanted
to be a teacher. As a child, when she wasn’t busy with household
chores, she set up a school next to the fireplace. Her students were
cornhusk dolls that she made herself. She counted her profession as
a privilege and opportunity to stretch the minds of the children in
urban communities.
Reading was her hobby and obsession. For all occasions, she
asked for books. It had broken her heart to lose Fannie in sixth grade
as one of her students.
With Louise were her six-year-old twins, Sally and Lucy. Curly
blonde hair escaped the ribbons in their braids. Their Mary Janes were
scuffed, but both blue gingham dresses with the wide sailor collars,
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trimmed in white, were clean and neat, though worn. Louise’s husband, Richard, worked for the railroad as a coal stoker and collected
$760 a year for his labor. Her teaching salary of $257 annually helped
with the household expenses.
The two girls started playing peekaboo with Floyd as their mothers talked. Before long, all three frolicked with the game of leapfrog.
Floyd was tall for his age, so he had no trouble putting his chubby
hands on their backs and leaping over their heads. Ignoring the milling crowd of adults, they entertained themselves, as they had been
taught to do.
“‘Aire ye still areadin’ ever’ day?” asked Fannie.
She loved a good yarn and was intrigued with characters and how
they acted.
“Oh, yes,” Louise replied. “That is still my favorite part of the school
day! I mind you’d like the book we’re in the middle of readin’ now.”
“The Wonderful Wizard of Oz was the best’est! Thet Dor’thy follered
her own lights and did a heap of good in that world of talkin’ animals, scarecrows, and a tin man. She warn’t no feardy cat and kep’ on
foller’n’ ‘at yallar road. Served that mean ol’ witch right to melt clean
away when Dorothy doused her with water. I shore wuz tickled thet
she and ‘at dog Toto headed back home.”
Louise was stunned with the young woman’s memories of a novel
she heard only one time five years ago. Smiling at her former pupil,
the teacher continued, “Two weeks ago, I started readin’ Anne of Green
Gables. Anne is an orphan that has lived in many places. Marilla and
Matthew Cuthbert are sister and brother who live on a family farm.
Matthew needs help because he is getting older. They decide to adopt
a boy to help them, but the orphanage sends Anne Shirley instead.
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“Redheaded Anne jaws all the time. She calls Matthew a kindred
spirit, and the prim Marilla decides her influence on Anne will help
her. Anne breaks her slate over Gilbert Blythe’s head because he teasingly calls her ‘carrots,’ and she can’t forgive him. She thinks he’s too
big for his britches and stays riled at him.”
Fannie listened to every word of the synopsis, thinking that this
Anne had gumption to spare.
“Oh, Fannie, she hates her red hair so badly that she tries to dye
it black, and it ends up green! Can you imagine what green hair must
look like?”
They both laughed.
A loud voice in front of them interrupted their catching up. In
front of the two mothers, the town’s barber poked his neighbor in
the ribs, exclaiming, “Thar be the elephants. Big Mary is leadin’ the
little ‘uns, jest like always.”
Only four days before, Mary had killed her new handler, Red
Eldridge, in Kingsport, Tennessee, forty miles away from Erwin.
The elephants had performed well in the big top in Kingsport.
With little prodding, they walked around the ring as the band played.
Sitting in the red-and-gold saddles on each elephant was a trainer,
and a headdress of artificial blue feathers was tied on the huge mammal heads.
They continued their routine with sitting on their haunches
and standing on their heads. The audience cheered, as they formed
a train. In the lead was Mary; the other four, in order from largest to
smallest, positioned their front legs on each other’s backs. Leisurely
walking around the ring, they raised their trunks and trumpeted for
the applauding crowd.
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Red rode Mary out of the big top to a watering hole in between
shows. The other elephants had their own trainers and followed.
Walking her leisurely pace on the way back to the circus tent,
Mary spied a piece of watermelon on the side of the road. She followed her nose, changed directions, and plodded toward the fruit.
Ignoring Red’s shouts to halt, he prodded her with the elephant
stick. Still intent on her course for a snack, the inexperienced man
then goaded the elephant in her ear with the bull hook.
The three-foot-long pole, with its sharp metal hook on the end,
triggered severe pain.
The furious and wounded Mary grabbed Red around the waist
with her trunk and threw him against a drink stand.
This angered toss knocked the side out of the stand.
Mary walked steadily over to the man and set her foot on his
head until it was flat.
Shock and panic ensued. Watching the lumbering elephants
drinking and spraying the water in the air drew families to the spot,
but it was the murder that filled Kingsport with shudders, gasps, and
screams. Mothers covered their children’s eyes and hustled them
away. The men stepped forward and formed a barrier against another
possible attack.
The nonstop bedlam continued; the adults were in protective
stance. Some took up the cry of “Kill the elephant.” The blacksmith,
Hench Cox, shot five rounds at Mary, but his bullets didn’t faze her.
Minutes felt longer to the bystanders, until Charlie Sparks arrived. He calmed the restless animal that was swaying back and forth
in repetitive motions.
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Mayor Miller ordered Sheriff Hickman to arrest Mary. Charlie

led her to the county jail and staked her outside. Heavy metal chains
circled one front leg and the alternate back leg for control. Viewers
stayed a safe distance from the killer elephant.
A closed-door meeting between Charlie, the sheriff, and the
mayor lasted only a brief time. Charlie knew that Mary was now a
liability to the circus; it was inevitable that the elephant would have
to be destroyed. Neither the crowd of spectators outside or future
audiences in other towns would allow for any other verdict.
Sheriff Hickman explained that a gun big enough to put the animal down was not available. Mayor Miller remembered that Erwin
had a crane in their railroad yard that could lift locomotive boilers. Phone calls and arrangements were completed with the town
of Erwin.
The next day, Charlie’s circus performed in Erwin. Mary, without her saddle or blue plumes, was staked outside the tent. After
the show, Mary led the other elephants one more time down Love
Street to the railroad.
Excitement built in the crowd as the elephants arrived. All could
see the lofty crane suspended in the air, but not everyone had a
glimpse of the animals. It was a gathering of 2,500 strong for this
hanging of a murderer on September 16, 1916.
In the midst of this throng stood Fannie and Louise.
The two women heard the elephants’ cries as the four younger
ones were led away. Mary trumpeted a few times. These animals
sensed a change. Mary, Queen, Topsy, Ollie, and Mutt had formed a
family that stuck together.
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Sounds of scuffling feet and murmured voices were background for the
naïve children’s play.
“Look ‘e thar!” a startled man loudly declared. “That thangamabob is pullin’ her up!”
Even to the limits of the crowd, all
could see Big Mary being tugged into the
air by the chain around her neck.
Gasps, cries, and unknown sounds
Big Mary

mushroomed through the crowd. Hands

(source: public domain)

reached to cover already shut eyes. The
tremor was collective.

Someone forgot to undo the chain around her leg; it was attached
to a rail to keep her in place while the other elephants were led away.
The crane lifted her up, but then loud noises of her bones and ligaments snapping and cracking could be heard.
Those in the front of the crowd were horrified, and revolted
screams burst into the air. The chain broke, but it was quickly reattached to the groaning animal.
“What’s happenin’?” Fannie tapped the tall stranger in front of
her. “Can’t see nary a thang.”
He turned and quietly remarked, “Thay’s gonna do hit agin.”
And they did. Once more, the crane lifted Mary up, and within
minutes, she died. Erwin had hung an elephant. A veterinarian pronounced her dead.
The same tall stranger swiveled his head again. “She didn’t even
put up no ruckus.”
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Fannie turned to Louise with questions in her eyes. Then she

looked down at Floyd and the girls, who were oblivious to what had
taken place.
“Shore am glad my boy warn’t payin’ no attention. Wouldn’t want
him to carry that thar picture ‘round with him.”
Louise answered, “Not so sure I cotton to this hangin’ of an elephant, even if it did murder that man. Seems like there should be a
place reserved for ornery and old animals to live out their days.”
As the crowd moved away from the scene of the elephant hanging
in the sky, there was much shaking of heads and mumbles about this
deed. It just didn’t seem suiting. Few stayed to watch the grave dug
in front of the railroad shop doors for Mary; they had seen enough.
Stoic men and edgy women turned away from the scene that was no
longer a circus.
Louise reached out her arms to Fannie, and the younger mother
walked into them. These mountain folk were, as a general rule, not
emotional; they tended to bury their feelings and ponder them later.
Fannie’s tears touched a chord in Louise’s heart.
“I’m wrung out and upsot,” Fannie flatly stated and fell silent in
Louise’s kind embrace.
Then backing up and straightening her shoulders, Fannie continued, “That shor’nuf skeered the livin’daylights outta me. Is thar book
larnin’ to hep a body unnerstan’ sech a show?”
Louise furrowed her brow and shook her head. “Men make bad
decisions all the time, and I believe we only this minute saw another
one. Fear can take a spell to get over for a person to think straight
again. Not even books can lend us a hand on that’n.”
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Gathering her twins in front of her, she encouraged them to be
polite and say good-by. The girls deferred to their mother, and each
grabbed for one of her hands.
Before the three were lost in the crowd, Louise turned back
once again.
“Great day in the morning! I don’t know why I didn’t think of this
sooner. When you’re in town next time, drop by my house for a spell.
You can borrow one of my books and take it home.”
Encouraging Fannie with a smile, Louise added, “I’ll be watching
for you.”
***
A few onlookers, still mesmerized by the hanging of an animal,
lagged behind. Justice had been served, but its rightness was unconventional. Talking and pointing to the dead elephant with the chain
around its neck, some continued to gawk. Fannie had seen enough.
With tears still trickling down her face, the sixteen-year-old
mother hesitantly hiked toward home. She held her four-year-old’s
chubby hand tight in her own. Fannie and her son walked away from
the hanging of Mary, the circus elephant.
Muted by the spectacle, Fannie turned around once and noticed
the deep shadows behind the elephant’s body and over the train derrick that served as her gallows. Public hangings were not unusual in
Tennessee for men who had broken the law and deserved the death
penalty. This execution appeared different and shameful to Fannie.
As with many fall days in the Appalachian region, skies were still
overcast. The all-night rain the night before was a common occurrence. Swirls of yellow, ochre, and brown leaves stirred and fell on
the muddy clay street and wooden sidewalks.
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No money jingled in Fannie’s pocket for the town trolley, but

mother and son were comfortable with walking everywhere they
went. Both were barefoot, and their clothes were patched, but clean.
Mountain people in Appalachia had few possessions, but were
content with what they had. They lived the way past generations had
lived and survived.
Fannie’s faded gingham dress hung loosely on her slight frame.
Once upon a time, it was blue and had a string belt; that was when it
was her mother’s dress. The hem showed signs of restitching, and the
white collar was dingy. A thin handkerchief peeked out of the right
side pocket.
Down her back hung Fannie’s braided black hair; a short shoelace
held it together. Her hair pulled straight back revealed her oval face
and made her eyes more prominent. Those deep-set blue eyes disclosed a profound sorrow beyond her sixteen years.
One of Floyd’s galluses on his overalls slipped off his shoulder
and fell down to his elbow; the child didn’t notice. Little bothered
him; he tended to be easygoing and amicable. He liked the patches
Fannie sewed on his clothes when needed. Since he had played outdoors all summer, there were many squares, as well as stains, to decorate them now.
Following directions was difficult for Floyd. He was slow to crawl
and walk. Over and over, Fannie and her family would name household and farm objects for the boy, but for him to imitate them was
difficult. Floyd understood words and phrases long before he voiced
them himself. The whole family protected the youngster; outsiders
weren’t as kind.
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A woman at church once shook her head at Fannie and said, “Yer
amollycoddling thet chile. Ye’ orter let him do it hisself!”
Another day, she saw some children pointing at Floyd. He was sitting on the steps of the general store slowly eating an apple. He took
time to examine the apple in between bites and then would deliberately choose a place to taste its sweetness once again.
“Fer shore, he’s dumber’n a coal bucket,” one unaware boy said,
and they all laughed.
For now, Floyd put his thumb in his mouth and walked slower.
All he saw around him momentarily captured his attention. His diminutive body regularly turned back and forth to observe whatever
his eyes saw.
Because she was mulling over what they had scarcely walked
away from, Fannie chose not to hurry him up.
The two turned at the sound of a car’s horn behind them. A maximum speed of 10 miles per hour was the law in Erwin’s business district, but pedestrians and horse-drawn wagons were still warned by
most drivers.
Fannie wondered what The Erwin Weekly Magnet would print in
tomorrow’s paper about today’s events. J. F. Toney was the editor, and
his news was never trifling. Known as a straight shooter, he stayed
away from gossip. The young girl hoped there wouldn’t be a picture
of the poor animal.
She knew her older brother Make was in the throng of watchers
somewhere, but she never saw him. He had a load of logs to deliver to
the train today, and he kept his commitments. His logging business
fed his family.
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Fannie wanted to talk to him; he never made fun of her ques-

tions. Though Make was married with children of his own, he looked
out for her and Floyd.
Letting go of Floyd’s hand, she said, “Floyd, let’s us race! Last’n to
the end o’ this hyer sidewalk’s a rotten aig.”
“Gotta eetch, Momma!” the boy jumped, jerked, and tried to
scratch his back. “Hep me! Some big critter bit me!”
“My goodness gracious, son! Jist a cotton pickin’ minute! Ye gotta
stay still.”
Floyd circled around his mother, as he tried to reach his itching
place. Fannie finally grabbed his wiry body and proceeded to scratch
the pitiful child’s back with her broken fingernails. He was like a
worm in hot ashes, as he wiggled and squealed.
Finally his show was over, and the two children, Fannie and
Floyd, took off down the sidewalk, shrieking as they ran. When the
walkway ended, they jumped onto the clay and hurried on.
The dirt road was narrow in places, and potholes of all sizes and
shapes were numerous. Soggy leaves led to spills by Floyd, but they
laughingly pressed on. Fannie would snatch him up and place him
solidly on his feet before they started again. Even though he was used
to falling, his mother fussed over him.
Their dash eventually ended at a cabin on Green Knob Mountain.
Fannie’s parents, William Gaither Ingle and his wife, Jane
Elizabeth, farmed on the lower side of the smaller Green Knob next
to Polly Erwin Mountain near the North Indian Creek. They raised
tobacco as their money crop, and their land abundantly yielded corn,
barley, beans, okra, and tomatoes for sale or barter. The bottom land
was rich in nutrients. Jane Elizabeth grew watermelon in her garden
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patch to make watermelon preserves to sell at the farmer’s market.
Their barnyard and pastures were filled with chickens, cows, goats,
horses, and mules.
Resisting change and satisfied with the status quo, as were most
Appalachians, Gaither and Lizzie lived as his grandparents had in
Buncombe County, North Carolina. Believing in God’s providence,
they were independent and distrusted strangers. Helping others in
need was a way of life, and the couple never missed an opportunity.
Whether it was honey from his bee hives, a basket of his tomatoes, or
a jug of his moonshine, Gaither was openhanded.
This Ingle couple lived off the land and raised eight children by
working their parcel on a daily basis. Each member, no matter the age,
had regular assigned tasks to accomplish. The family depended on
each other for their well-being, and laziness was not tolerated.
Gaither earned cash money from his honey and homebrew.
He built ten wooden box hives for his bees. William placed each
hive on a frame to keep them off the ground. Bees were defenseless
against damp ground or critters. They were positioned near a copse
of trees in the sun. Needing protection from the rain and wind, the
trees gave them that shield. Since bees require daily water, he had
replaced the hives close to one of the many springs on his property.
Setting their hives away from animals and people also kept the bees
happy. They required privacy to flourish.
Because William knew bears would seek out hives in their home
range, he was careful to watch for any threatening activity. He
quickly harvested the honey after the spring, summer, and fall nectar
fell. The hunting bears particularly were a nuisance before and after
their hibernation.
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Bears prefer the new bees and eggs to the honey. The honey was

a sweet reward. Full of protein and fat, the young insects were a tasty
treat worth the stings from the older ones. Protecting their hives
from a marauding bear, adult bees will sting a bear’s face and ears. A
bear’s fur will protect the rest of its body.
One day, William laughed at a black bear shaking bees out of her
fur like she would shake water. Clacking their teeth in fear, her two
cubs rolled in the grass, as bees circled them. Despite the size difference, the smallest buzzing bees drove away all three animals.
Another time, a curious bear meandered into the small building
where William’s copper still was set up. The bear’s unique sensitivity
to smell led him to investigate. Before long, he had knocked over the
still, raided the ground for food, and then proceeded to knock over
various pots and barrels. Not finding a food interest, he ambled out
in search of more lucrative victuals.
William’s still was housed first in a lean-to not far from their
house, but demand for his white lightning caused him to build a oneroom cabin for his trade. Close to another spring, the field of corn,
and his house fashioned a convenient home business.
Raising additional corn each year was essential to this operation.
Regular customers depended on him. Because of the careful distilling process he had perfected, his corn mash would make new recipes
of moonshine up to eight times. His own Appalachian spring water
and heirloom corn were his secret ingredients. William’s clientele
grew through the years, as other connoisseurs heard of his smooth,
sweet, and spicy beverage.
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By taking only a few stops to sit down and catch their breaths,
Fannie and Floyd arrived in record time to the two-story farm house
of five rooms.
Her father used the skills he learned from his father to construct
his home. He felled the trees off his land, hauled them to the site, and
cut them to size, all backbreaking work. In a wagon, he brought rocks
from the river and fields to make the stilts and fireplaces. Mud was
the mortar. Small windows and a short door helped with insulation.
Gaither whittled pegs for the inside of the house and for the porch.
The pegs held clothing, strings of drying beans, cooking pots, and tools.
Besides their individual chores, the Ingle children worked together to
gather chestnuts, dig ginseng roots, and gather ramps to sell.
The family labored together to keep the wolf from the door.
A porch ran across the front of the house, and hanging on the
clothes line was the typical Wednesday laundry. It was still damp, but
not soggy, because of the weather. Fannie knew it would be her job to
take it down and fold it later.
Come rain or shine, dirty clothes became clean laundry on
Wednesday and Saturday, and were hung on the front porch from a
rope. Pillow slips, overalls, socks, and underwear all greeted visitors
on those days.
Fannie immediately smiled at the two Mason jars full of her
mother’s sunflowers. They were sitting on the top step to the porch.
Bees, butterflies, and birds all hovered close to the fall blooms. These
happy flowers spread every year and had to be separated. Bright yellow rays surrounded the dark brown centers and welcomed all.
Floyd stretched his legs and arms to go up the steps on all fours.
Even though he was panting from the race home, he refused to quit
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until he fell onto the porch floor. Sitting down with a loud plump on
his bottom, his small presence drove the insects and birds away.
Fannie noted his perseverance with a pat on his head and encouragement. “You hightailed it home today! I’m right proud.”
Hearing her mother’s clear voice singing her favorite hymn,
Fannie sat beside her son and softly accompanied her mother.
Brightly beams our Father’s mercy,
From His lighthouse evermore,
But to us He gives the keeping
Of the lights along the shore.
Let the lower lights be burning!
Send a gleam across the wave!
Some poor struggling, fainting seaman
You may rescue, you may save.
Dark the night of sin has settled,
Loud the angry billows roar;
Eager eyes are watching, longing,
For the lights along the shore.
Trim your feeble lamp, my brother;
Some poor sailor, tempest-tossed,
Trying now to make the harbor,
In the darkness may be lost.
Let the lower lights be burning!
Send a gleam across the wave!
Some poor struggling, fainting seaman
You may rescue, you may save.
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Lizzie Ingle smiled. “Hello, my darlin’ daughter and grandson,
come tell me about yourn mornin’.” Glancing at her daughter’s solemn face as the two walked in the front door, Lizzie sought a clue in
her own mind as to what was disturbing her youngest today. How the
mother wished that Fannie’s life had gone differently.
Sometimes her hurt turned to ire, and she had murderous
thoughts against the man who took her child’s innocence. Lizzie
helped twelve-year-old Fannie in her delivery of Floyd, and it was
a struggle she still had nightmares about. Fannie was small and undeveloped, and Floyd had broad shoulders. The blood loss was great,
and the healing was long. Damage assured that Fannie would have
no more children.
“Oh, Laws a’ mercy! It must have been a terrible sight,” exclaimed Lizzie.
Lizzie had seen and experienced tragedy in her life. She would
never search disaster out and had learned acceptance of what she could
not change. Watching a hanging was not her idea of entertainment.
As Floyd wandered over to inspect and taste the warm cookies on
the counter, Fannie rolled her eyes in his direction.
Responding to her mother, but speaking softly, Fannie said, “I
like ta’ died. The hangin’ tuck two times. Don’t know why I went thar.
But, Mammy, I got to visit with my teacher, Miz Louise. Her girls
and Floyd played, even w’ no play purties about. She’s gonna give me
a book to read. One o’ her very own books, jist like I was her kin!”
“God works in mysterious ways, Fannie. Shore know that to be
the gospel truth,” replied Lizzie. “Foller yer own lights, child.”
***
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Several years later, Fannie Mae Ingle and her son, Floyd, moved
to Union, South Carolina, to work in the Union Mill. Her brother
Make built them a house beside him in Ingle Holler. When he was
ten, Floyd started work in the mill with his mother. Fannie filled
batteries; she placed empty bobbins on the spinning frame to be
filled anew with thread. Floyd started work as a sweeper and retired as one.
Fannie was independent; she planted a vegetable garden every
spring and canned the extra. Since there was a wild cherry tree
nearby, she crafted wine from the fruit for her personal use. Floyd
picked wild berries and fruit for her to cook preserves and jelly.
Between her hard work at the mill and living off the land, as
her parents taught her, mother and son had few needs. Fannie
never married.
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